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A photo story



The underwater world has its own news as well.  
This funny photo-story shows how it looks in the 
manner we are used to.  
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Good afternoon! Welcome  
to the program “Underwater news”!  

I’m its all-time presenter Sharky Boom. 



As usual, let’s start with the political 
news. The President of Our Seas moved to 

Their seas to visit the congress 
of vegetarians — he likes them very much. 



Some disputes this week has 
arisen between sharks… 



…and barracudas.



These gluttons again  
couldn’t share the sardines. 



The sharks insist they should 
get 20 percent more food.



Quick reminder that the previous 
year the same dispute ended when a 

part of barracudas was eaten and the 
parties reached a consensus.



Public safety. Yesterday our frontier whale 
swam at one meter from the alien's ship, 
demonstrating our lack of fear of them. 



Some pleasing news from the reefs. 
Another muraena has changed its 
sex upon reaching the age of two.



The future 
mother was 
enjoying her 
new 
interesting 
capabilities 
for a week.



Celebrity news. After almost three-day 
separation, a celebrity couple of 

clownfish — Ne and Mo came together. 
The joy of their fans knows no bounds.  



Cultural news. The 72nd part of the “War 
of Atolls” saga by the great Joe Turtin 

premiered. Soon, moviegoers of the reef 
will see its movie adaptation. 



Fashion News. The annual fashion 
show took place at the Vogue reef. 



This season new bold colors 
were presented…



…and unusual shapes.



 The latest make-up from 
Oceanel was also shown.



As usual, at the end of the fashion show 
there was a traditional two-day party.



Now to sports news. Our sea-ball 
team snatched a surprising 
victory at the tournament.



As the coach explahed, this year the tactics 
of muddling water at the opponent’s gates 

was quite successful.



News of 
agriculture. 
Due to the 
severe weather 
conditions in 
the northern 
seas, the 
harvest of 
luminaria...



...and the 
Choku-boku 

mushrooms is 
considerably 

lower than the 
previous year.



Crime news. Yesterday one reef grouper was 
gripped between the stones by an unknown 

bubbly. Personal courage and remarkable speed 
helped the guy to avoid problems.



Healthcare. Professor Hammer 
from the Galapagos Seas after 

multi-year research 
found out that…



…octopuses’
smoking is 
significantly 
changing 
their taste.



Now a short commercial break. 
Fresh products without nitrates 
and carcinogens have come in 

the North Seas.



Real gourmets have already arrived there.



In the prestigious atoll’s area two-
bedroom premium caves went on 

sale. Early buyers get designer 
refurbishment as a bonus.



At the end, as usual, weather-forecast. After the 
season of plankton, the season of jellyfish came 

to our reef. It seems that the world’s climate 
change affects us more and more.



That is all. I, Sharky Boom,  
was here together with you. 

Ciao!
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The underwater world  
has its own news as well. 

This funny photo-story shows 
how it looks in the manner  

we are used to.  




